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1 Introduction

Advances in natural language processing (NLP)
have sparked research in language models’ per-
formance in many English grammatical phe-
nomena such as subject-verb agreement (Gu-
lordava et al., Linzen et al., Hu et al., Marvin
and Linzen) filler-gap dependencies (Hu et al.,
Wilcox et al., Wilcox et al., Kobzeva et al.),
negative polarity items (Hu et al., Marvin and
Linzen, Warstadt et al.), among many others.
However, there exists a concerning gap in re-
search rigorously evaluating non-English lan-
guage models’ capabilities (Nicholas and Bha-
tia), and especially, in multilingual language
models (Micallef et al., OpenAI). My research
aims to shed light on four major yet understud-
ied Balto-Slavic languages - Russain, Ukrainian,
Lithuanian, and Latvian. These languages use
different scripts, limiting the knowledge that
may come from shared tokens. Additionally,
they provide a diverse look into the develop-
ment of modern NLP technology in currently
geopolitically important parts of the world.

In Balto-Slavic languages, adjectives, pro-
nouns, and verbs must agree in gender, num-
ber, and case with the nouns they modify or are
associated with, often bounded by long-range
syntactic dependencies. As such, in real-world
applications, correct case use is vital to the
performance of language models. Currently,
however, research on case agreement in general
is very limited (Edmiston, Rochereau et al.,
Ravfogel et al., Ravfogel et al.), and though
there is some NLP research in Balto-Slavic
languages, there is no contemporary work on
case agreement or the performance of multi-
lingual models. To investigate understanding
of case, we employ a special context in which
genitive case is not tied to a governing predi-
cate (verb/preposition) – case assignment from
negation. For instance, the Russian sentence “у
меня есть книгa” (I have a book) negates to “у

У меня нет, как решила мама, чая
I don’t have as mom decided tea

cue interjection target

Figure 1: The cue (in bold) assigns case to the
target. Meanwhile, the noun in the interjection
(underlined) acts as an attractor.

меня нет книги” (I don’t have a book), where
the nominative книгa (book) assumes the geni-
tive form книги. This property holds for most
eastern Balto-Slavic languages. The represen-
tation of negation as an operator has broad
downstream consequences in various NLP tasks
(Morante and Blanco), and, as such, is a robust
heuristic for language models’ performance.

2 Methods

We construct pairs of positive/negative sen-
tences that induce either the nominative or
genitive case in a target constituent (Figure 1).

Cue Two test conditions, NOM and GEN,
differing by the case they assign to the target.

Context Syntactically unintegrated inserts
(here called interjections) are useful in estab-
lishing a syntax-sensitive context that is not
solvable by simple adjacency heuristics. We
systematically vary the syntactic interjections,
by noun choices, length, and attractor location.

Target The target noun takes two forms, in
agreement with the cue (NOM/ GEN). A ro-
bust comparison required tight constraints: we
make sure sub-word tokenization sets up robust
comparisons for the words across all the mod-
els, while assuming a probability floor to help
ensure the intended target was predicted, and
avoid case conflation between singular genitive
and plural nominative12.

1A common pattern in Balto-Slavic languages
2In total, for all languages, we generated 9760 total

test cases.
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Figure 2: Accuracy by condition (blue: NOM,
orange: GEN)

Figure 3: Accuracy by case in GEN conditions

I tested 6 similar-sized multilingual trans-
former models tasked with either masked lan-
guage modeling - BERT (Multilingual) (Devlin
et al.), RoBERTa XLM (Conneau et al.), Face-
book XMOD (Pfeiffer et al.) - or decoder-only
models - GPT2 (Radford et al.), Lllama 2 (Tou-
vron et al.), and mGPT (Shliazhko et al.).

3 Results

For all models, accuracy on sentences without
an interjection was 72% as opposed to 54%
in sentences with an interjection, indicating a
stark challenge in more complex cases. Addi-
tionally, there was a large drop in accuracy for
the GEN test condition versus NOM (Fig-
ure 2), indicating that they likely assume the
nominative case as the default form for nouns.

Moreover, in Figure 3 we see that, for all
models, in the GEN condition, the accuracy is
considerably larger with GEN as an attractor,
and the lowest with the NOM and ACC attrac-
tors3. This shows that the models are using a
“last occurrence” or case agreement strategy, by
matching the most recent constituent, instead
of finding the predicate of the negation.

In Figure 3, we see that Russian and
Ukrainian generally performs better than
Lithuanian and Latvian. The data for LLaMA
2, for example, correlates somewhat with the
number of Wikipedia pages for each language4.

3This pattern was inverted, though not as significant,
for the NOM condition.

4Wikipedia entries were the only intentionally foreign
language part of the LLaMA dataset

Figure 4: Accuracy by language (blue: Russian, or-
ange: Ukrainian, green: Lithuanian, red: Latvian)

The models that did more similarly in all lan-
guages have provisions for low-resource lan-
guage learning. XLM improves over mBERT
with a reweighting of the Common Crawl
dataset. mGPT, a fine-tuning of GPT3, is
trained on a typologically weighted set of lan-
guages to improve overall performance. XMOD
further improves over XLM by establishing
language-specific modules in the later layers
of the transformer, toggled by a language set-
ting. In fact, a maximum Euclidean distance
analysis on attention heads in XMOD between
the two conditions identified two heads that
were informative in case5. Ablating them drove
down the accuracy to 51%. Crucially, all lan-
guages suffered form this ablation, that was
identified only from Latvian, indicating that
the model has learned similar cross-lingual syn-
tactic patterns in the Balto-Slavic languages.

4 Discussion

This study highlights key insights and areas of
improvement in transformer models’ case pro-
cessing in Balto-Slavic languages. There is a
significant impact of training data on perfor-
mance in similar-sized models, emphasizing the
importance of balanced datasets. Additionally,
the success of models like XMOD suggests that
architectural innovations are very promising for
enhancing performance in linguistically com-
plex cases. All tested models exhibit a strategy
balancing the “last occurrence” heuristic and
long-range syntactic dependencies, suggesting
an inherent trait of the transformer architec-
ture. Additionally, attention analysis indicates
an ability to learn shared syntactic rules across
similar languages, showing the cross-lingual po-
tential in enhancing multilingual model capa-
bilities. These results highlight the need for
continued evaluation on diverse languages.

5Head 6 in layer 4 and head 11 in layer 2
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A Data Availability

As of May 10th, all the raw data is available
here. The full jupyter notebook is available
online here. The notebook was run with Google
Colab Pro and can be run with 51GB of RAM.
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